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Abstract
The present work is experiment and concerned with the study of different flows on the
stepped channels, the quantification of dissipative energy as well as localization of
inception point. We had, then, effected our experimentation on three models of
stepped channels with different dimensions in order to see the impact of this effect on
the physical and hydraulically properties of different flows observed and, hence,
obtain some conclusion. There are two modes of flow in the stepped channels. The
nape flow is characterized by partially developed and fully developed jump. The
skimming flow is characterized by a non aired flow in the upstream of the point of
inception and is aired in the downstream of the point of inception. The nape flow
dissipates more energy than the skimming flow because of the presence of the
hydraulic jump. The appearance of the skimming flow is a function of dimensions of
the steps, the flows and the slopes. Our results enabled us to propose empirical
formulas making it possible to study the flows in the channels with macro roughness
with low and steeply sloping.Two different types of regimes are apparent in the
behavior of hydraulic weirs stairs and both change over time and position. As results:
1) The larger values of energy dissipation are obtained on the nape flow than the very
turbulent flows; this is verified by the assumption made by ELIS 1989 PEYRAS et al
1991 and shamanic RAJARATNAM 1994); 2) The energy dissipation in the nape and
the very turbulent flow is influenced by three parameters, namely: the slope of the
channel, the flow rate and geometry of the stairs.
Keywords: Aeration - The channels with strong slopes - The nape flow - The point of inception - The
skimming flow – The step.
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1. Introduction
Several research models have distinguished themselves in the field of flow in channels stairs,
among the most recent works are Benmamar (2006), Kerbache and Benmamar (2008a, 2008b,
2010, 2012), and the most popular are those of Chanson (1994 , 1996, 1997, 2000) and Chanson
et al (2000, 2002).
We have made series of experiments on several models of stepped channels. It has come out
from these that there are various modes of flow in the stepped channels. The nappe flow is
characterized by partially developed and fully developed jump. The skimming flow is
characterized by a non aered flow in the upstream of the point of inception and is aired in the
downstream of the point of inception. The nappe flow dissipates more energy than the
skimming flow because of the presence of the hydraulic jump in the nappe flows. The
appearance of the skimming flow is a function of dimensions of the steps, the flows and the
slopes (Benmamar, 2006).
As part of this work, we tried to experience the hydraulic behavior of weirs stairs. These aspects
are illustrated by measurements in the laboratory of Hydraulics of the Polytechnic School,
performed on three channel models in stairs of different dimensions. Four slopes were
performed: 12 °, 16 °, 22 °, 5 and 42 ° for model A and C and 12 °, 16 °, 22 °, 5 and 40 ° for the
model B.Our experimentation on three models of stepped channels, have been conducted with
different dimensions in order to see the impact of this effect on the physical and hydraulically
properties of different flows observed, to propose empirical relationships on flow regimes.
2. Experimental model
The experimental phase of our work consists of two sets of experiments (Gafsi, 1999,
Benmamar, 2006):
The experimental studies were conducted in three (03) models developed stairs "Plexiglas".
2.1.

Model "A"

The model "A" (photo No. 1) consists on a channel containing ten (10) steps of constant
dimensions. The height of the march counter is equal to h = 11.5 cm, and the length of the
march equals to l = 8 cm.
2.2. Model "B"
The model "B" (Photo N ° 2) consists on a channel comprising thirteen (13) of constant
dimensions steps. The height of the march counter is equal to h = 8 cm, and the length of the
march equals to l = 8 cm.
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2.2. Model "C"
The model "C" (Photo N ° 3) consists on a channel having fifteen (15) of constant dimensions
steps.The height of the march counter is equal to h =5, 7 cm, and the length of the march equals
to = 4 cm.
It can be that the steps in the different models have a angle equals to 90 °, and the main
measures were carried out on measuring the water level, pressure measurement, flow
measurement, and measurement of slopes.
Four slopes were performed: 12 °, 16 °, 22,5° and 42 ° for model A and C and 12 °, 16 °, 22, 5°
and 40 ° for the model. B.

Photo No. 1: Model A

(Gafsi, 1999; Benmamar, 2006)

Photo No. 2: Model B

Photo No. 3: Model C

(Gafsi, 1999; Benmamar,
2006)

(Gafsi, 1999; Benmamar, 2006)

3. Results
3.1.

Determination of flow regimes

3.2.

Energy dissipation

The total initial load flow above the threshold is given by (Gafsi, 1999):
Ham = Hdev+dam
(3)
The residual charge at the foot of the weir is expressed by (Gafsi, 1999):
V2
Hav = dav +
(4)
2g
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Where: V = flow velocity in the section considered.
Finally, the energy dissipation is deduced from the difference between the total load on the
upstream and the residual charge: Ham-Hav.
3.3.1 The nappe flow
 Effect of slope
The figures (1  3), show the variation of energy dissipation based on dc / h for models A, B and
C respectively. I can be seen that the change in relative energy dissipation for a given slope is
decreasing for an increase in flow. This means that the energy dissipation reaches its maximum
for low flows (which verifies the assumption made by H.CHANSON (1995).
 Flow effect
The figures (4  .6) show the evolution of energy dissipation depending on the channel slope in
the three models A, B and C respectively.
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Fig.1. Variation of energy dissipation as a function of

(dc/ h) in model B for different slopes (Gafsi, 1999).

(dc/h) in model A for different slopes (Gafsi, 1999).
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slope of the channel B in the model for different flow rates
(Gafsi, 1999).

slope of the channel C in the model for different flow rates
(Gafsi, 1999).

3.3.2 The skimming flow.


Effect of slope

The figure 11 shows the variation of energy dissipation based on (dc/h) on the C model. These
variations decrease if we increase the flow.


Flow effect

The Figure 9 shows the evolution of the relative energy dissipation depending on the channel
slope in model C. This variation of the energy is increasing for an increase in channel slope.
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4. Conclusion
The work is carried out has allowed us to draw the following conclusions:







The flow in the stepped channel to steep slopes and low flows are causing significant
energy dissipation in the flow sheet and turbulent;
The flows to middle at high flows tend to favor the skimming flow on the steps of small
dimensions as those with large dimensions, which verifies the assumption made by
Chanson (1995);
The influence of channel slope on the major energy dissipation is more pronounced on
the nappe flows as the skimming flows.
The larger values of energy dissipation are obtained on the nappe flow as the skimming
flows. This is verified by the assumption made by Elis (1989), Peyras et al (1991), and
Chamani and Rajaratnam (1994);
Compared to the nappe flows, the energy losses in skimming flows are much lower. This
is explained by the effect of macro-roughness that is lower on small steps;
The dissipation of energy flows in very skimming flows is influenced by three parameters
namely: the channel slope, flow rate and geometry of the stairs.
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